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Overview

Diffusion models are inspired by non-equilibrium 
thermodynamics. 

They define a Markov chain of diffusion steps to 
slowly add random noise to data and then learn to 
reverse the diffusion process to construct desired 
data samples from the noise. 

Unlike VAE or flow models, diffusion models are 
learned with a fixed procedure and the latent 
variable has high dimensionality (same as the 
original data).

https://lilianweng.github.io/posts/2021-07-11-diffusion-models/



Motivation: Estimating small perturbations is more tractable than 
explicitly describing the full data distribution.

The essential idea is to:

1. systematically and slowly destroy the structure in a data 
distribution through an iterative forward diffusion process.

2. learn a reverse diffusion process that restores data structure, 
yielding a highly flexible and tractable regenerative model.

https://proceedings.mlr.press/v37/sohl-dickstein15.html

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XCUlnHP1TNM&ab
_channel=NickAliJahanian



https://hojonathanho.github.io/diffusion/
https://zhuanlan.zhihu.com/p/637815071

Demonstrate that diffusion models are capable of generating high
quality samples.

DDPM

https://hojonathanho.github.io/diffusion/


DDPM: Diffusion ProcessDDPM

https://zhuanlan.zhihu.com/p/637815071

If you feed the model a bunch of cyberpunk-style pictures, let 
the model learn cyberpunk-style distribution information.

Then feed the model a random noise, you can make the model 
produce a realistic cyberpunk photo.

The essential role of DDPM is to learn the distribution of 
training data and produce real pictures that match the 
distribution of training data as much as possible.



DDPM: Diffusion ProcessDDPM
Diffusion process: adds Gaussian noise added for each step 𝑞(𝑥!|𝑥!"#)

𝑞(𝑥!"#|𝑥!)

https://zhuanlan.zhihu.com/p/622800350



DDPM: Diffusion ProcessDDPM
Diffusion process: adds Gaussian noise added for each step 𝑞(𝑥!|𝑥!"#)

https://zhuanlan.zhihu.com/p/622800350
https://zhuanlan.zhihu.com/p/637815071

Given 𝑥$, how to directly obtain 𝑥! without sampling many times? 𝑞(𝑥!|𝑥$)
As the number of steps increases, the less original information content in the picture and the more noise 
there is. We can give the original picture and noise a weight to calculate:

𝛽! is a constant hyperparameter. As T increases, they become larger and larger.

𝑥! = (𝑎!𝑥$ + 1 − (𝑎!𝜖

https://zhuanlan.zhihu.com/p/622800350
https://zhuanlan.zhihu.com/p/637815071


DDPM: Diffusion ProcessDDPM

𝑞 𝑥!"# 𝑥! ≈ 𝑝%(𝑥!"#|𝑥!)

https://zhuanlan.zhihu.com/p/637815071
https://www.zhangzhenhu.com/aigc/%E6%89%A9%E6%95%A3%E6%A6%82%E7%8E%87%E6%A8%
A1%E5%9E%8B.html

https://zhuanlan.zhihu.com/p/637815071
https://www.zhangzhenhu.com/aigc/%E6%89%A9%E6%95%A3%E6%A6%82%E7%8E%87%E6%A8%A1%E5%9E%8B.html


DDPM: Diffusion ProcessDDPM

The noise by the sample at the t-th time
is our noise ground truth.

𝑥! = (𝑎!𝑥$ + 1 − (𝑎!𝜖

The predicted noise is: 𝜖%( (𝑎!𝑥$ + 1 − (𝑎!𝜖, 𝑡)

Regardless of any input data or any step, the model is to 
predict a noise from a Gaussian distribution.

For the trained model, starting from T, we pass in a noise (or a 
picture with noise added) and gradually remove the noise. 
according to 𝑥! = (𝑎!𝑥$ + 1 − (𝑎!𝜖, we can get the relationship
between 𝑥! and 𝑥!"#.

The 𝜎!𝒛 is an additional term added to increase the randomness. 

https://zhuanlan.zhihu.com/p/650394311



DDPM: Diffusion ProcessUNet

encoder decoder



DDPM: Diffusion ProcessDDIM
Sampling process can be much faster with non-
Markovian diffusion process.

https://www.zhangzhenhu.com/aigc/ddim.html
https://zhuanlan.zhihu.com/p/666552214

Do not need to retrain the DDPM.

DDPM

DDIM

DDPM

DDIM

https://www.zhangzhenhu.com/aigc/ddim.html
https://zhuanlan.zhihu.com/p/666552214
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DDPM: Diffusion ProcessDiffusion Beats GAN

https://sunlin-ai.github.io/2022/05/30/guided-diffusion.html#fn:1
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2105.05233.pdf

Diffusion Models Beat GANs on Image Synthesis

Improve the UNet
• Increasing depth versus width, holding model size relatively 

constant.
• Increasing the number of attention heads.
• Using attention at 32 x32, 16x 16, and 8x8 resolutions rather 

than only at 16x 16.
• Using the BigGAN residual block for upsampling and 

downsampling the activations.
• Rescaling residual connections with 1/ 2

https://sunlin-ai.github.io/2022/05/30/guided-diffusion.html
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2105.05233.pdf


DDPM: Diffusion ProcessDiffusion Beats GAN

https://sunlin-ai.github.io/2022/05/30/guided-diffusion.html#fn:1
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2105.05233.pdf
https://space.bilibili.com/13355688/?spm_id_from=333.999.0.0

Diffusion Models Beat GANs on Image Synthesis

Classifier guided
Modify after training the diffusion model

https://sunlin-ai.github.io/2022/05/30/guided-diffusion.html
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2105.05233.pdf


DDPM: Diffusion ProcessGLIDE

https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.10741
https://www.zhihu.com/question/507688429/answer/3111462670
link3

GLIDE: Towards Photorealistic Image Generation and Editing with Text-Guided Diffusion Models
Classifier-free guided
Modify during training the diffusion the label 𝑦 in a class-conditional diffusion model 𝜖%(𝑥!|𝑦) is replaced 

with a null label ∅ with a fixed probability during training.

During sampling, the output of the model is extrapolated further in the 
direction of 𝜖%(𝑥!|𝑦) and away from 𝜖%(𝑥!|∅) as follows:

To implement generic text prompts, they sometimes replace text captions 
with an empty sequence ∅ during training.

Then guide towards the caption 𝑐 using the modified prediction:

https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.10741
https://www.zhihu.com/question/507688429/answer/3111462670
https://blog.csdn.net/m0_59596990/article/details/122084164?spm=1001.2101.3001.6650.1&utm_medium=distribute.pc_relevant.none-task-blog-2%7Edefault%7ECTRLIST%7ERate-1-122084164-blog-129740704.235%5Ev40%5Epc_relevant_3m_sort_dl_base3&depth_1-utm_source=distribute.pc_relevant.none-task-blog-2%7Edefault%7ECTRLIST%7ERate-1-122084164-blog-129740704.235%5Ev40%5Epc_relevant_3m_sort_dl_base3&utm_relevant_index=2


DDPM: Diffusion ProcessGLIDE

https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.10741
https://www.zhihu.com/question/507688429/answer/3111462670
link3

GLIDE: Towards Photorealistic Image Generation and Editing with Text-Guided Diffusion Models
CLIP guided
Modify during training the diffusion

CLIP model consists of two separate pieces: an image encoder 
𝑓(𝑥) and a caption encoder g(𝑐). During training, batches of 
𝑓 𝑥 · g(𝑐)pairs are sampled from a large dataset.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.10741
https://www.zhihu.com/question/507688429/answer/3111462670
https://blog.csdn.net/m0_59596990/article/details/122084164?spm=1001.2101.3001.6650.1&utm_medium=distribute.pc_relevant.none-task-blog-2%7Edefault%7ECTRLIST%7ERate-1-122084164-blog-129740704.235%5Ev40%5Epc_relevant_3m_sort_dl_base3&depth_1-utm_source=distribute.pc_relevant.none-task-blog-2%7Edefault%7ECTRLIST%7ERate-1-122084164-blog-129740704.235%5Ev40%5Epc_relevant_3m_sort_dl_base3&utm_relevant_index=2


DDPM: Diffusion ProcessClassifier VS Classifier-free
Classifier guidance Classifier free guidance

Retrain the model? no Yes

Train other model? Yes, train a classifier model No, directly use Clip

Results Only can control the category
in the classifier model

Any conditions.



DDPM: Diffusion ProcessDALL·E 2

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2204.06125.pdf
https://zhuanlan.zhihu.com/p/526438544

Hierarchical Text-Conditional Image Generation with CLIP Latents

Step 1: train the CLIPmodel to get text encoder and image
encoder.

Step 2: train the prior, try to make text representation to image
representation(diffusion model).

Step 3: train the decoder, rebuild the picture from text
representation.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2204.06125.pdf
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DDPM: Diffusion ProcessLatent Diffusion Models

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2204.06125.pdf
https://zhuanlan.zhihu.com/p/526438544

High-Resolution Image Synthesis with Latent Diffusion Models

To lower the computational demands of training diffusion 
models towards high-resolution image synthesis, we observe 
that although diffusion models allow to ignore perceptually 
irrelevant details by undersampling the corresponding loss 
terms.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2204.06125.pdf


DDPM: Diffusion ProcessLatent Consistency Model

https://wrong.wang/blog/20231111-consistency-is-all-you-need/

Consistency Model

Consistency Model adds a new constraint:

every point on the noisy trajectory from a certain sample to a 
certain noise can be mapped to the starting point of this 
trajectory through a function 𝑓. Obviously, the points on the 
same trajectory will be the same point after 𝑓 mapping. This 
is also the loss constraint used when training the Consistency 
Model.

CM defines a consistency function 𝑓: 𝑥!, 𝑡 → 𝑥" (𝑥" is the
sampled result), there are two features:

𝑓 𝑥", 𝜖 = 𝑥"
𝑓 𝑥!! , 𝑡# = 𝑓(𝑥!" , 𝑡$)



DDPM: Diffusion ProcessLatent Consistency Model

[1] https://wrong.wang/blog/20231111-consistency-is-all-you-need/
[2] Elucidating the Design Space of Diffusion-Based Generative Models

Consistency Model

Consistency Model is to find a 𝑓% to fit 𝑓.

Step 1: according to [2], define 𝑓%:

Step 2: Add consistency distillation loss

𝑓 𝑥& , 𝜖 = 𝑥&
𝑓 𝑥!! , 𝑡# = 𝑓(𝑥!" , 𝑡')

https://wrong.wang/blog/20231111-consistency-is-all-you-need/
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2206.00364.pdf


DDPM: Diffusion ProcessLatent Consistency Model

https://wrong.wang/blog/20231111-consistency-is-all-you-need/

Consistency Model

Then it can do the sampling:
𝑓 𝑥& , 𝜖 = 𝑥&

𝑓 𝑥!! , 𝑡# = 𝑓(𝑥!" , 𝑡')



DDPM: Diffusion ProcessLatent Consistency Model

https://wrong.wang/blog/20231111-consistency-is-all-you-need/

Latent Consistency Model

Latent VAE E(·)

CFG Guidance Scale [𝑤&'(, 𝑤&)*]

Diffusion skip number 𝑘



DDPM: Diffusion ProcessLatent Consistency Model

https://wrong.wang/blog/20231111-consistency-is-all-you-need/

Latent Consistency Model
Step 1: sample dataset z, c (the picture latent and text),
choose n as the diffusion timestamp, and 𝑤 as Guidance
Scale.

Step 2: Do the diffusion, get 𝑧(+,

Step 3: Do the denoise with DDIM diffusion scheduler
or DPM-Solver.

Step 4: Compute the consistency loss based on 𝑧(+,, �̂�(.

Step 5: Update model.

Step 6: Do the EMA.



DDPM: Diffusion ProcessLatent Consistency Model

https://wrong.wang/blog/20231111-consistency-is-all-you-need/

Latent Consistency Model



DDPM: Diffusion ProcessLatent Consistency Model

https://wrong.wang/blog/20231111-consistency-is-all-you-need/

Latent Consistency Model
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DDPM: Diffusion ProcessHow can we use

Diffusers
https://huggingface.co/docs/diffusers/index

For using DDPM, you can:



DDPM: Diffusion ProcessHow can we use

Diffusers
https://huggingface.co/docs/diffusers/index

For using LDM, you can:



DDPM: Diffusion ProcessHow can we train

Diffusers

For training diffusion model, you can follow the step:
STEP 1: Build your own dataset.
https://huggingface.co/docs/datasets/v2.4.0/en/image_load#imagefolder-with-metadata

For DDPM, you can just need some pictures. For text-to-image, you have to make a text-image pair.

https://huggingface.co/docs/datasets/v2.4.0/en/image_load


DDPM: Diffusion ProcessHow can we train

Image Generation STEP 2: make it into train dataloader.
https://huggingface.co/docs/diffusers/tutorials/basic_training

https://huggingface.co/docs/diffusers/tutorials/basic_training


DDPM: Diffusion ProcessHow can we train

Image Generation STEP 3 – Model and Scheduler Build

Define the UNet2DModel

Define the DDPMScheduler



DDPM: Diffusion ProcessHow can we train

Image Generation STEP 4 – Define the training Random some timestep

Add some noise

Model predict

Get the loss



DDPM: Diffusion ProcessHow can we train

Image Generation STEP 5 – Define the evaluate

Load model

Get images



DDPM: Diffusion ProcessHow can we train

Text-to-Image STEP 2: choose a base model and load model
https://huggingface.co/models

Load noise scheduler
Load text encoder
Load VAE
Load UNet

https://huggingface.co/models


DDPM: Diffusion ProcessHow can we train

Text-to-Image STEP 3: choose a way to train: LoRA training
https://github.com/huggingface/diffusers/tree/main/examples/text_to_image

https://github.com/huggingface/diffusers/tree/main/examples/text_to_image


DDPM: Diffusion ProcessHow can we train

Text-to-Image STEP 4: encode the text

Text tokenizer to make
text to IDs.



DDPM: Diffusion ProcessHow can we train

Text-to-Image STEP 5: train the model

get latent representation

Random timestamp

Add noise
Text representation
Model predict



DDPM: Diffusion ProcessHow can we train

Text-to-Image STEP 6: evaluate

Load Unet and lora
weights

Do the text-to-image



DDPM: Diffusion ProcessHow can we use

Diffusers
https://huggingface.co/docs/diffusers/training/overview

You can find different training ways in the website.
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DDPM: Diffusion ProcessNewest applications

https://textual-inversion.github.io/

We learn to generate specific concepts, like personal objects or artistic styles, by describing them using new 
"words" in the embedding space of pre-trained text-to-image models. These can be used in new sentences, just 
like any other word.



DDPM: Diffusion ProcessNewest applications

https://dreambooth.github.io/

Given as input just a few images of a subject, we fine-tune a pretrained text-to-image model (Imagen, although 
our method is not limited to a specific model) such that it learns to bind a unique identifier with that specific 
subject.



DDPM: Diffusion ProcessNewest applications

https://github.com/microsoft/LoRA

LoRA reduces the number of trainable parameters by learning pairs of rank-decompostion matrices while freezing 
the original weights. This vastly reduces the storage requirement for large language models adapted to specific 
tasks and enables efficient task-switching during deployment all without introducing inference latency. 



DDPM: Diffusion ProcessNewest applications

https://github.com/cumulo-autumn/StreamDiffusion

StreamDiffusion is an innovative diffusion pipeline designed for real-time interactive generation. It introduces 
significant performance enhancements to current diffusion-based image generation techniques.



DDPM: Diffusion ProcessNewest applications

https://github.com/ChenHsing/Awesome-Video-Diffusion-Models



DDPM: Diffusion ProcessNewest applications

https://github.com/open-mmlab/PIA

PIA is a personalized image animation method which can generate videos with high motion 
controllability and strong text and image alignment.



DDPM: Diffusion ProcessNewest applications

https://pika.art/my-library


